
If the fridge has been in transit do not turn on the fridge until it’s been positioned in an 

upright position for a minimum of 24hrs before plugging your fridge into mains power 

socket. Failure to comply with these instructions will result in a voided warranty. 

SAFETY FIRST

WARNING

KEGERATOR
INSTRUCTION
MANUAL

C02 Gas:

Beer & Gas Lines:

C02 Gas is classified as a Class 2 Dangerous Good item’ and should be dealt with carefully. 

Ensure that your C02 Gas Cylinders are stored in a well-ventilated place and that you
never exceed 40psi on your kegerator.



RISK OF FIRE! FLAMMABLE MATERIALS.

WARNINGS AND GENERAL SAFETY

The power supply cord should only be replaced by the manufacturer or an 
authorised service agent. An improper installation will result in electrical shock, 
which can cause severe injury to you as well as others around you!

It's important to ensure that the power supply cord isn't trapped or damaged when 
positioning your appliance.

The refrigerant used in this appliance is flammable. Keep it away from any fire 
source when disposing of the device, and be sure to recover it properly so that its 
fate can still benefit people today instead of harming them like most other waste 
products do through combustion!

Be careful when handling electricity and liquids! Place power cords well away from 
any potential spills or pools of condensation.

Be sure to provide 100mm of space on the rear and sides of the appliance. Failure to 
do so will void the warranty.

This refrigeration unit may require occasional manual defrosting. DO NOT scrape 
any ice or frost from the inside walls or cold plates. DO NOT use mechanical devices 
or other means to accelerate the defrosting process, other than those 
recommended by the manufacturer.Doing so may damage the unit and void the 
Warranty!

Do not damage the fridge’s circuit board

Refrain from storing flammable or combustible goods inside the unit, such as 
aerosoles or gasoline. 

Be wary of C02 leakages as excessive exposure to C02 can cause suffocation.
Only use CO2 in an area with good ventilation and ensure that your gas regulator 
never displays pressure exceeding 40 PSI.

Using an electrical appliance inside your kegerator could cause serious damage. 
Always check the suitability of an appliance for this type of environment before 
placing it inside your fridge. 

This product is intended for use by persons ages 8 years and up. Children should 
not use, clean or maintain the appliance without supervision.

Please following the following instructions to avoid contamination of food:
 To ensure temperatures are kept at reasonable levels DO NOT leave the   
 fridge door open for long periods of time.

 If the fridge is left empty for long periods of time, switch off, defrost, clean,  
 dry, and leave the door open to prevent mould from developing inside the   
 appliance.

This appliance is not intended to be exposed to rain and other extreme weather 
conditions. Make sure that your kegerator is stored away from any direct sunlight or 
rain.



A variety of kegs are compatible with kegerators so it’s important to know what 
type of kegs are available on the market and which fittings or couplers are 
required for that style of keg. 

Kegs are primarily split between two styles.

1. Commercial Kegs (look similar to the one below)

2. Home Brewing Kegs (look similar to the ones below)

Commercial kegs used by breweries all over Australia vary between 
20L, 25L, 35L and 50L Kegs. Commercial kegs vary between three 
different types. A-Type, D-Type & S-Type, however, 90% of kegs 
found in Australia will fall under either the A-Type of D-Type. 

A keg is characterised by the spear used for the shape of the spear 
(shown below). To ensure that your kegs are compatible with your 
kegerator you will need to purchase the correct commercial keg 
coupler to suit your style of keg e.g. VB will require a D-Type coupler, 
however, Coopers will require an A-Type Coupler. 

These kegs are common amongst home brewers or very 
small microbreweries, with the predominant sizes being 
19L or 9.5L. On the top of these kegs are 2 separate 
ball-lock posts. One post is where you attach the beer 
and the other is for the gas lines to both carbonate and 
pressurise the kegs. The posts are slightly different in 
shape, as displayed below:

1. Pin lock – shown at the top right. 
2.   Ball lock – Shown at the bottom right. 

The pin lock kegs use a “Pin Lock Disconnect” shown in 
the top right (red colour).   
The ball lock kegs use “Ball Lock Disconnects,” as 
shown in the bottom right in grey and black. The ball 
lock posts are a more popular choice because they 
offer better access to replacement parts and 
accessories.



As described above, there are 3 main types of commercial keg couplers in Australia. These-are 
“A-type, “D-type,” and “S-type”. Different beer brands are associated with different couplers, 
as you can see below. Most commercial kegs are 50 Litres in size; however, there are smaller 
commercial kegs of 20L, 25L or 30L as well.

1. Commercial Kegs

The side of the coupler that is adjacent to the upwards facing 
nozzle, angled at 45 degrees is the channel of the coupler 
that will receive the keg’s gas supply.

As the gas flows in the contents of the keg become 
carbonated and pressurised. The upwards nozzle of the 
coupler is where the liquid is then released.

So How Do Couplers Work?

This commercial keg coupler is most renowned 
for being the coupler that is compatible with all 
beer under the Lion Nathan brand and is 
referred to as the “German Slider.” In Australia, 
approximately 45% of kegs will use this coupler. 
Some familiar names include XXXX, Tooheys, 
Coopers, West End, Little Creatures, Hahn, 
James Squire, Stone & Wood and more.

This is the commercial keg coupler popularly 
familiarised with its association to the CUB 
(Carlton & United Breweries) brand and is 
referred to as the “American Sankey.” In 
Australia around 40% of kegs would use this 
coupler. Some familiar names include Carlton 
Draught, VB, Great Northern, Resches, Pure 
Blonde and more. 

This keg coupler is often mixed up with the 
D-type keg coupler as it looks very similar; 
however, the differentiation between the two can 
be found internally as the “well” in the middle of 
the coupler is slightly deeper than its D-Type 
counterpart. S-Type kegs account for roughly 
10% of beers in Australia and they’re commonly 
found amongst Asian, American beers such as 
Asahi and Heineken. To use the coupler, press 
the coupler firmly on the top of the keg, twist 
clockwise with force, then simply lift the handle 
to tap the keg.

A-type Coupler A-type Keg Coupling

D-type Coupler D-type Keg Coupling

S-type Coupler S-type Keg Coupling



With a wide variety of kegs on the market, homebrewers are spoilt for choice between 5 Litre, 
9.5 Litre, 19 Litre and 25 Litre with different variants in between made available with additional 
accessories. As explained previously, when it comes to homebrew kegs there are two main 
systems, “Ball-Lock” and “Pin-Lock”.

2. Home Brewing Kegs

Ball-Lock posts are the most popular amongst the two, purely because of their high 
availability of spare parts, and how easily they can be obtained. 

Whilst both posts appear very similar they’re not compatible. As displayed in the images of 
both styles, they differ slightly in shape

For the pin-lock posts there is a small ground notch which signifies the post is a gas post. 
Similarly, the ball lock posts  are also different from each other. The grey should only be used 
for gas, and the black should only be used for liquid

Ball Lock Posts (on the keg)

Pin Lock Posts (on the keg)

Ball Lock Disconnects

Pin Lock Disconnects



The stainless stepless clamps included with the kegerator are the best clamp to use on the 
beer line. The stepless clamps grasp the beer line in a perfect circle, meaning not to pinch the 
line like worm-style clamps. The stepless clamps come in different sizes, so you must have the 
correct style of clamp for the beer line and barb fitting you are using. The clamps are 
single-use items.

Using Stepless Clamps

To use the clamps, the best tool for the job is the clamp tool (shown 
below in the photo to the left). These tools can be purchased 
separately (Part number 6530). If you do not have one of these tools, 
the wire cutters (shown below to the right) will do an adequate job.

As shown below. All that is required is a quick single clamp with the tool and the job is done.
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To guarantee that you’re getting the best value and performance out of your kegerator, it is 
pivotal to balance your keg system with CO2. To ensure that this is done correctly, there are 
two primary considerations:

1. Carbonation Level
2. Storage Temperature

Balancing your Keg System with CO2

Different beers are carbonated differently. The level of carbonation is measured in "Volumes 
of carbonation.” Most draft beers have a carbonation level of about 2.6‐2.8 volumes of 
carbonation.

Carbonation Level

The temperature in-which kegs are stored at plays an important role in the outcome of the 
poured beverage. If a beer is poured out warmer than it’s supposed to be then it will be 
extremely frothy and won’t taste or look the same as if it were chilled at 3-degrees.
  
If you wish to test the internal temperature of your kegerator and ensure that there is 
consistency in the storage temperature of your keg you can use a thermometer. Simply place 
a full glass of water in the fridge with the keg for 2hrs then measure the temperature of the 
water afterwards. 

This will tell you the right temperature to store your kegs at so the beer is poured without too 
much foam. Most beers should be stored at a temperature between 0°c - 3°c. Once you know 
the carbonation level and your storage temperature, you can pour your beer correctly.

To achieve a specific carbonation level during carbonation or priming refer to the table in the 
link below and correlate the temperature of the fridge with the desired carbonation level. The 
storage temperature of most beers should be between 0°C and 3°C (2°C is a good middle 
ground). Then dispense at a pressure that is 10% above the carbonation level achieved during 
carbonation. Hence if you desire a carbonation level of 2.6 volumes of carbonation and the 
fridge temperature is 2°C then carbonate at approximately 11 PSI and dispense at 
approximately 12PSI.

Storage Temperature



NOTE: Do not try to fix a slow or fast pour rate by adjusting the dispensing pressure. This will 
result in your beer either going flat or over carbonated. It is best to adjust the beer line length 
and diameter.

Beer Line Diameter & Length Adjustment

To make sure your beer pours correctly, it is important to use the correct size of beer line. The 
table below shows the recommended length of beer line for each size of beer line.

The A Man & His Cave X-Tap kits come with pre-cut beer and gas lines. Each section of beer 
line is 4mm ID and 1.5 metres in length which is the optimal size and doesn’t need to be 
adjusted in length.
      
If you are cutting your own lengths of beer line then it is best to start at the higher end of the 
length and then cut the beer line down until you reach your desired pour speed. For example if 
you are using 4mm ID beer line then start with 2m of length and cut down gradually until you 
reach your desired pour speed.

Internal Diamemter

4mm

Length

1.5 meters - 2 meters

5mm 2 meters - 3 meters

6mm 3 meters - 4 meters



The A Man & His Cave X-Tap kits come with pre-cut beer and gas lines. Each section of beer 
line is 4mm ID and 1.5 metres in length which is the optimal size and doesn’t need to be 
adjusted in length.
      
If you are cutting your own lengths of beer line then it is best to start at the higher end of the 
length and then cut the beer line down until you reach your desired pour speed. For example if 
you are using 4mm ID beer line then start with 2m of length and cut down gradually until you 
reach your desired pour speed.

Since 4mm ID beer line is recommended and this can be difficult to push over a barb then it is 
highly suggested to use duo-tight fittings which are just as easy to use for 4mm ID beer line as 
they are for 5mm ID beer line. 

However, if you do wish to use a 4mm ID beer line with barbed fittings then you’ll need to 
soften your lines. Boiling water will help to soften the beer line so it is easier to stretch. Soak 
your beer line for 30-seconds then use a pair of needle nose pliers to stretch the line open. 
Open the handles on the pliers to stretch it even more (as shown in the image below) 

Internal Diamemter

4mm

Length

1.5 m

5mm 2 m

6mm 3 m

Beer per meter in line Total beer in line

18.75ml

40ml

84ml

12.5ml

20ml

28ml



If you need to change the beer line or taps at any time, you may have to remove and attach 
the taps from the font. The GEN 2.0 kegerators include an advanced X-Tap system that are 
easy to fit and don't require much maintenance.

Attaching and Removing the Tap/s from the Font

NOTE: It is important that the user does not 
over‐tighten the faucet collar on the tap. Over 
tightening of this part will prevent the free and 
full movement of the tap handle. Over tightening
will restrict the tap handle movement preventing 
the tap from completely opening properly.

Step 3

Attach beer line to the
back of the tap then push the
threaded shank of the tap into the 
tap hole.

Step 4 

On the inside of the font place the 
convex collet onto the tap shank 
then tighten the slimline nut to the 
tap shank to secure to the font.The 
beer taps Various tap assemblies
are available.

Step 1

Remove the cap from the top of 
the font. See photo to the Left.

Step 2

Feed the beer line up through the 
bottom of the font and place 
through slimline nut
and convex collet before going 
through the tap hole. See photo 
to right.



After setting up the kegerator it is important to do a CO2 pressure check to make sure your 
system holds pressure. Making sure the system holds pressure is extremely important as it will 
determine that you have no pressure leaks. This can be done in a few simple steps.

Step 1:

With all your hoses and the connected turn the pressure on the CO2 regulator up to 140kPa 
(about 20psi) then turn off the valve on the top of the CO2 gas cylinder.

Step 2:

Wait 2 hrs and check that the pressure on the CO2 regulator has not dropped since step 1.
If the pressure has dropped over the 2 hr period then go over all the hose connections with 
soapy water to ensure you have no CO2 leaks then repeat the two steps above.

IMPORTANT ‐ CO2 Pressure Check

The CO2 cylinder that you use with your kegerator can be used for 2 purposes:

1. Carbonating your beer or other drink in the Keg.
2. Dispensing your beer or other drink from the Keg.

If you are brewing your own home brew then you will most likely use the CO2 gas cylinder to 
carbonate your beer. This will consume approximately 6 grams of CO2 per Liter. If you 
purchase your beer from a commercial brewery then it will already be carbonated. Dispensing 
your beer will consume approximately 6 grams per liter as well regardless of whether you  
brewed it yourself or not.

CO2 Consumption Rate

1.  2.6kg Gas Cylinder

 For home brew this will carbonate and dispense approximately 200 Litres.
 For commercial beer that comes already carbonated this will dispense about 400Litres

2.  6kg Gas Cylinder

 For home brew this will carbonate and dispense approximately 500 Litres.
 For commercial beer that comes already carbonated this will dispense about 900Litres

Different CO2 cylinder sizes:



The Series 4 Kegerator has radiators in the left and right-hand wall of the kegerator in the 
outer skin. These radiators must be well ventilated so heat can escape from the kegerators. 

A minimum of 100mm (4inches) clearance should be given to the left and right-hand walls on 
the kegerator. This allows the kegerator to breathe and for the heat to escape.

If the kegerator is incorrectly installed, it may void the warranty, cause high electrical 
consumption, and the kegerator may fail prematurely. For instance, it is not a good idea to 
push the kegerator right up into the corner of a room against two walls as this will prevent 
adequate ventilation of one of the sides of the kegerator, limiting its ability to operate 
efficiently.

Minimum Clearances Around the Kegerator

See the diagram to the right. This is 
an incorrect kegerator installation. 
The kegerator on the left and 
right-hand wall has little or no 
ventilation.

100mm clearance required on left and 
right hand side. This installation will 

void warranty and cause poor 
performance.




